Abstract-A novel rate-control algorithm with a variable-encoding frame-rate method is proposed in this work for low-bit-rate video coding. Most existing rate-control algorithms for low-bit-rate video focus on bit allocation at the macroblock level under a constant frame-rate assumption. The proposed rate-control algorithm is able to adjust the encoding frame rate at the expense of tolerable time-delay. The new rate-control algorithm attempts to achieve a good balance between spatial quality and temporal quality to enhance the overall human perceptual quality at low bit rates. It is demonstrated that the rate-control algorithm achieves higher coding efficiency at low bit rates, with a low additional computational cost. The proposed variable-encoding frame-rate method is compatible with the bit-stream structure of H.263+.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
IGITAL video-coding techniques have advanced rapidly in recent years. International standards such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2 [1] , H.261, and H.263 have been established to accommodate different application needs. New standards such as H.263+/++ [2] , H.26L, and MPEG-4 are also under development to achieve more functionalities. Among various video-coding standards, we focus on the rate-control problem for a near-term enhancement of H.263, known as H.263+ in this paper. H.263+ is an emerging low-bit-rate video compression standard that provides various advanced options [2] . Core ingredients of H.263+ include block-based motion compensation and block-based DCT coding. Rate control plays a critical role in the video encoder. It regulates the coded bit stream to satisfy certain given conditions, on the one hand, and enhances the quality of coded video, on the other hand. However, the rate-control algorithm is often not standardized, since it can be independent of the decoder structure.
Depending on channel conditions and characteristics of the storage medium, many MPEG rate-control algorithms have been proposed. Among the three types of frames in MPEG-1/2 and H.263+, i.e., intra -, predictive -, and bidirectional -frames, -frames are required to control the accumulated mismatch error and scene change. MPEG 1 and 2 can provide high spatial/temporal quality at high bit rates. Generally speaking, -frames are encoded with high spatial quality. The spatial quality of predictive frames is degraded gradually after -frames. This phenomenon is more obvious for fast-moving video. Thus, -frames are required to refresh the accumulated mismatch error. H.263+ recommends the macroblock-based update, where -frames can be employed for significant scene change to reduce the output bit rate.
The spatial and temporal compression artifacts of coded video have recently been studied intensively. Blocking, ringing, and texture-deviation artifacts are often observed in low-bit-rate video as spatial quality degradations. As to temporal visual degradation, few research results are available. Flickering (or blinking) and motion jerkiness are the two major artifacts often observed. The flickering artifact is caused by the fluctuation of spatial image quality between adjacent frames, while motion jerkiness occurs when there is an abrupt change of the coding frame rate or when the frame rate goes below a certain threshold required to generate smooth motion. Despite the fact that the change of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) does not correspond to flickering completely, we observe that the flickering effect can be reduced by keeping the image quality of each frame almost constant. Since the measure of the flickering effect and motion smoothness is a very complicated and challenging problem, the subjective visual test is always needed to evaluate the performance of a video-coding scheme.
It is clear that the coding error of -frames can be propagated to subsequent predictive frames, such as -and -frames. However, the coding of frames demands much higher bit rates than -and -frames, since motion compensation is not employed. As the bandwidth becomes narrower, the bit budget for -frames is a growing burden for the whole coded bit stream. One important difference between MPEG and H.263+ rate-control algorithms is in the length of group of pictures (GOP). Note that even though the GOP term is not employed in H.263, a definition similar to that given by MPEG can be adopted. That is, it includes a leading frame and all its following frames before the appearance of the next frame. In MPEG, one GOP consists of one -frame and several predictive -and -frames. The GOP structure is repeated periodically, so that it is often used as a basic rate-control unit. In H.263+, we have to reduce the number of -frames due to the low-bit-rate constraint. It implies that the frame number between adjacent -frames in H.263+ should be very large. Consequently, GOP is not suitable to be used as a basic rate-control unit due to the high computational complexity and long time-delay. This explains the reason why existing MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 frame-level bit-allocation algorithms cannot be straightforwardly extended to H.263+.
It is worthwhile to point out that rate-control algorithms, in terms of bit allocation at the macroblock level, have been studied for H.263. In [3] , Wiegand et al. applied rate-distortion (R-D) theory for the optimal selection of modes in the H.263 video encoder. The Viterbi algorithm was employed to find the optimal path through a trellis. This approach was extended by Mukherjee and Mitra to combine the optimal macroblock mode selection and the macroblock quantization step adaptation in [4] . Another practical rate-control algorithm was considered by Ribas-Corbera and Lei [5] , where rate and distortion models of macroblocks were derived, and a rate-control algorithm based on derived models was studied. Their main contribution is the macroblock-level bit-allocation to keep the output bit-stream rate almost constant with small fluctuation for the low timedelay and jitter under constant bit rate (CBR) channel. Even though a study of the frame-level bit allocation was also performed in [5] , results on this part were still preliminary. Since the temporal quality of coded video was not considered explicitly in [5] , the resulting quality can be degraded. Buffer constraints are also important in rate control since the buffer underflow and overflow problems at the encoder and the decoder can degrade video quality. The general buffer-constraint problem was examined by Reibman and Berger [6] and Hsu et al. [7] .
We examine the rate-control algorithm for H.263+ with very large spacing between -frames in this research. The proposed rate-control algorithm attempts to achieve a good balance between spatial quality and temporal quality to enhance the overall human perceptual quality by adopting a variable-encoding frame rate. We cannot support high spatial and temporal video quality at low bit rates. Up until now, only spatial quality degradation has been considered under a fixed-encoding frame rate in most work. The variable-encoding frame rate control can improve the visual perceptual quality by pursuing an efficient tradeoff between spatial and temporal qualities. Furthermore, more flexible and robust rate control is needed under time-varying communication channels such as the Internet and the mobile channels. Under these environments, variable-encoding frame-rate control can provide a satisfactory solution [8] .
Usually, the -and -frames are considered separately for the H.263 rate-control problem. In this work, the -frame is encoded by using the current H.263 -frame coding scheme at a predetermined bit rate, which highly depends on the time delay requirement. The H.26L Evaluation Delay Model User Guide recommends that the bit rate for the -frame must not be greater than one second worth of bit transmission at the assumed channel bit rate. Our focus here is the determination of an appropriate frame rate and the bit allocation at the frame layer. The proposed variable-encoding frame rate method is compatible with the bit-stream structure of H.263+. This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the rate-control problem and formulate the problem of our interest in Section II. Then, the proposed variable-encoding frame ratecontrol and the bit-allocation algorithm are described in Section III. Experimental results are given in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Generally speaking, rate control for a video codec can be done at two levels: the frame and the macroblock levels. Most effort on H.263 rate control has been spent on the macroblock-level bit allocation. Efficient macroblock-level bit-allocation algorithms have been proposed in [3] - [5] , [9] - [12] . However, one cannot treat the temporal quality of video effectively with the macroblock-level bit allocation only. In this work, we examine the frame-level bit allocation. Two approaches have been considered in the frame-level bit allocation for long image sequences, i.e., dependent [13] , [14] and independent frame coding schemes [15] , [16] . Since the GOP structure of MPEG is relatively short and there are quite a few frames available over hundreds of frames, dependency among frames is less important. The frame dependency becomes more important as the frame number between two adjacent -frames increases in the context of H.263. Thus, the dependent frame coding scheme is adopted here.
The dependent frame coding without buffer constraints for MPEG rate control can be described as follows. Determine to minimize subject to (1) where is the frame number of a GOP, is the given bit budget for a GOP, and and are the distortion measure and allocated bit rates for the th frame.
By using the Lagrange multiplier method, we can define a penalty function by combining the cost function and the constraint for minimization, i.e., (2) where and where is the Lagrange multiplier which serves as a weighting factor for the constraint. Many methods have been proposed to solve the above optimization problem. Well-known examples include the Viterbi algorithm [16] , [13] and the gradient method [15] , [14] . The Viterbi algorithm is basically a trellis-based dynamic programming procedure. Although it can guarantee the optimal solution, it is usually too complicated to be used in practice. As to gradient-like search algorithms, its computational complexity increases exponentially with the number of frames in one GOP. Also, it is unavoidable to have the time-delay of one GOP due to the above formulation. Since one GOP delay is very significant in H.263, the formulation in (1) has to be modified. In the following, we reformulate the above dependent frame coding problem to reduce the computational complexity and time-delay and to make the solution more tractable with two simplifying assumptions.
First, the and frames are often treated separately in developing the H.263 rate-control algorithm. By assuming that the bit rate for the frame is determined by the maximum buffer size, time delay and image quality requirements, we can have a simpler problem, i.e., to determine to minimize subject to (3) where and are the distortion measure and the bit rate for the -frame, respectively. They are considered to be known quantities when one attempts to solve (3) for simplicity.
Second, we have to look for a basic unit for rate control which is different from the GOP structure used in MPEG. Although the -frame mode and the improved -frame mode are supported as advanced modes, the standard frame structure of H.263+ is . Based on the reason given above, we can exclude the frame and modify the GOP definition to be all -frames between two adjacent -frames. As the frame number of GOP becomes longer, the quality improvement due to rate control is more substantial but at the expense of a larger computational complexity and longer time delay. To achieve a balance, we divide one GOP into several sub-GOPs and use each sub-GOP as the basic rate-control unit. At the same time, dependency among sub-GOPs is considered to compensate the performance degradation caused by the division of GOP.
We develop an variable-encoding frame rate control and bitallocation algorithm that preserves the quality of frames constant as much as possible along the time in Section III.
III. FRAME-RATE CONTROL AND BIT ALLOCATION As stated earlier, the objective of rate control presented in this work is to keep the quality of frames nearly constant or degrade very slowly. Since each -frame is used as the reference frame for the following -frame, quality degradation propagates to later frames when a -frame is degraded severely. Thus, the quality of -frames has to be kept in a tolerable range to reduce error propagation, and the dependent frame coding framework [13] has to be considered. The proposed rate-control algorithm consists of two parts: control of the encoding frame rate and bit allocation at the frame level.
It is difficult to support both good spatial and temporal quality at very low bit rates. An encoding frame-rate-control scheme is proposed for a tradeoff of spatial/temporal quality. The proposed scheme aims at the reduction of temporal degradation in terms of motion jerkiness perceived by human beings. Since the R-D characteristics of predictive frames are related to the amount of motion involved, we will predict the R-D relation roughly based on the motion information existing in video and develop an encoding frame rate-control scheme accordingly in Section III-A. For H.263+ implementation, the information of the variable-encoding frame rate can be stored by temporal reference (TR) and temporal reference for -frames (TRB) in the header and the optional custom picture clock frequency code [2] . After the encoding frame rate is specified, the second issue is bit allocation at the frame level. Since the computational complexity to determine the optimal frame-level bit allocation increases exponentially with the length of GOP and results in longer time delay, it is very difficult to get the optimal bit allocation for one GOP in practice. Instead of getting the optimal solution for one GOP, we seek a local optimal solution within a sub-GOP to reduce the computational complexity and time delay and, in the meanwhile, dependency among sub-GOPs will be also handled with a low additional computational complexity. The length of sub-GOP has a direct consequence on time delay. In our design, each sub-GOP consists of 12 frames, which is the least common multiplier of 2, 3, 4, and 6. With a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps), this implies a time delay of 400 ms. We also assume that one GOP is made up of frames, where is the number of sub-GOPs within one GOP. In the experiment, is chosen to be 8. This procedure of frame-level bit allocation is described in Section III-B. It is worthwhile to point out that the problem of macroblock-level bit allocation is not our concern and several existing methods can be employed [3] - [5] , [9] - [12] .
A. Encoding Frame-Rate Control
By encoding frame-rate control, we can avoid or reduce the sudden frame skipping in existing rate-control algorithms, which degrades motion smoothness disastrously. Two problems have to be addressed for frame rate control. They are: 1) when the frame rate should be changed and 2) how to change the encoding frame-rate to preserve motion smoothness.
We assume that the video camera generates 30 fps. It is well known that human eyes are sensitive to abrupt (temporal) interval change between adjacent frames, where unsmooth motion is perceived more obviously. Thus, to handle the second problem, we have to choose the encoded frame positions properly to reduce the degradation due to motion unsmoothness. The relation between the encoding frame-rate and the encoded frame position adopted in this work is given in Tables I and II . Usu- ally, if the even-indexed (or odd-indexed) frames are chosen in the current sub-GOP, the even-indexed (or odd-indexed) frames will also be chosen in the next sub-GOP. The only exception is that if the frame rate in Table I is chosen for the current sub-GOP, then the 1/6 frame rate in Table II must be used for the next sub-GOP to form an alternating pattern. Thus, the encoding frame-rate will not change abruptly. As a result, the degradation in motion smoothness will not be noticeable or at least not obvious visually. Our scheme can support a frame rate ranging from 3.7 fps (which corresponds to three coded frames for 24 frames) to 30 fps. Furthermore, to ensure a smooth encoding frame-rate change, it is also required that the encoding frame-rate can only move up or down one level at one time. For example, if the frame rate in the current sub-GOP is , then the allowed frame rates in the next sub-GOP are and . By imposing the frame-rate change pattern and the encoded frame position in the sub-GOP, we can provide a smooth transition in the location of selected coding frames.
In principle, the R-D curve of the current sub-GOP can be used to estimate the appropriate encoding frame-rate for the next sub-GOP. Many R-D models have been proposed to speed up the rate-control algorithm, including the MPEG test model, the statistical model, the exponential model, and the approximating spline model [14] . The R-D curve provides a good estimate of the encoding frame-rate if the model is accurate. However, an accurate R-D model requires a large amount of computation. In this work, two simplified approaches are adopted. One is based on the histogram of difference image (HOD) while the other uses the ratio between the rate and quality of frames. Both methods can be used to detect motion change in video with a low computational cost.
Histogram-based methods [17] such as the difference of histograms (DOH), the block histogram difference (BH), and the histogram of difference image (HOD) can be used to detect motion activities in video. Since the required bit rates for predictive frames are also related to the motion activity (i.e., higher bit rates for faster motion), histogram based methods can be used to estimate the proper encoding frame-rate as a short cut. Besides histogram-based methods, other methods [17] such as block variance difference (BV) and motion compensation error (MCE) can also be used. MCE is too expensive computationally. DOH and BH perform better in detecting global changes rather than local motion, while HOD is more sensitive to local motion. HOD is examined below. where HOD value between the two last encoded frames in the current sub-GOP; weighting factor; slope of the approximating line which minimizes the mean square error of HODs in the current sub-GOP. Actually, provides the latest motion change information and corresponds to the current motion change trend. Based on them, we can estimate the future motion change by using (5) .
The second approach to estimate the motion activity is to consider the ratio between the rate and the distortion function, i.e., (6) where is the consumed bit rate and is the PSNR of the encoded frame of the current sub-GOP. Since a higher bit budget is required for faster motion in predictive frames, faster motion in video leads to a larger ratio. As a result, the ratio can also be used to determine the supportable encoding frame-rates. Similar to the histogram-based case, we adopt the estimate for the following sub-GOP: (7) where R-D ratio value of the last two encoded frames in the current sub-GOP; weighting factor; slope of the approximating line which minimizes the mean square error of ratio coefficients in the current sub-GOP. Let us use to denote the mean of all HOD values of frames in the current sub-GOP. Then, we can adjust the encoding frame-rate for the next sub-GOP based on the difference of and . That is 1) if , the encoding frame-rate is decreased by one level; 2) if , the encoding frame-rate is increased by one level; 3) if , the encoding frame-rate remains the same. where and the threshold value is chosen to be the averaged HOD over the first sub-GOP. By changing to , we can obtain the decision rule in terms of the ratio between the rate and the distortion function as well.
It is interesting to point out that both and are related to motion change in video. The positive value means that the motion in video becomes faster while the negative value means that the motion in video becomes slower. Also, a larger value of or implies a larger motion change. Parameters , and work as weighting factors for controlling the tradeoff between temporal and spatial quality. As decreases and and increase, the spatial quality is more emphasized than the motion smoothness, and vice versa.
B. Bit Allocation
After determining the proper frame rate and the selected frame location, we consider bit allocation among these frames. The bit budget and image quality have to be examined simultaneously. By adopting the dependent frame coding scheme, the optimal frame-level bit allocation of a GOP based on (3) can be formulated as follows.
Determine to minimize subject to (8) where encoded -frame number; total bit budget for a GOP; weighting factor for abrupt quality change and flickering;
and Ramchandran et al. [13] proposed a bit-allocation algorithm which determined a set of optimal quantization parameters for all encoded frames by the Viterbi algorithm for MPEG video. It primarily serves as a benchmark rather than a practical method due to the high computational complexity and long time delay involved. In the case of H.263 video, it is also impractical to get the optimal frame-level bit allocation for a GOP by using the Lagrange multiplier method because of the long length of GOP. Even though approximating R-D models can be used to reduce the computational complexity substantially, they are still not efficient enough to tackle the optimal frame-level bit-allocation problem for one GOP. To reduce the computational complexity and time delay, we simplify the optimization problem by employing the dependent frame coding scheme within all sub-GOPs and considering dependency among sub-GOPs. Then, we are led to the following simplified problem.
Determine to minimize subject to (9) where is the quantization parameter vector for the th sub-GOP, and encoded frame number of the th sub-GOP; assigned number of bits for the th sub-GOP; number of sub-GOPs in a GOP; itotal frame number of a sub-GOP; total frame number of a GOP;
and (10) It is clear that we have the following relationship:
Note that in (8) and in (9) are inserted to reduce the flickering effect and to avoid abrupt quality change. By adjusting the weighting factor , the abrupt quality change and the flickering effect are controllable. Now, the Lagrange multiplier method can be used to solve the optimization problem with constraints. The penalty function for the th sub-GOP, which is derived from the bit budget constraint in (9), can be written as (11) By combining (9) and (11), we can define a new penalty function for the th sub-GOP as for (12) where In our implementation, a gradient search method was used to find the optimal solution of (12). Since is a convex function [14] , the optimal solution in each sub-GOP can be found easily. It is possible to insert an additional item into the penalty function to handle the buffer constraint [14] , [13] , [6] .
The dependency of sub-GOPs is taken into account based on the following facts.
1) As shown in (11), the sum of bit rates for the 1st, 2nd and th sub-GOPs is used as the penalty function so that a GOP satisfies the constraint of the total bit budget more smoothly.
2) The dependency among sub-GOPs is considered by controlling weighting factors of the Lagrange multiplier method in (12) . 3) in (10) is the error of the last encoded frame in the previous sub-GOP. To compensate the dependency among sub-GOPs properly, weighting factors for sub-GOPs are set to satisfy the following equation:
if (13) We argue that (13) is reasonable in this new context based on the monotonicity property given in [13] . By the assumption that each sub-GOP is independent, the propagation effect from the preceding sub-GOPs to the succeeding sub-GOPs is neglected. To compensate this effect, we require that all values of satisfy (13) . Note that is related to buffer underflow, buffer overflow and rate fluctuation. Several adaptive control algorithms of were proposed in [3] , [8] , [18] , [19] .
Actually, we need a frame interpolation technique to achieve 30 fps. Three techniques are found in the literature [20] : the simple frame repetition (or intrafiltering), the frame averaging and the motion compensated frame interpolation [21] . In our implementation reported in Section IV, the simple frame repetition technique is adopted.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this research, the conventional PSNR quality measure is reported for the comparison purpose. The difference of PSNR values of adjacent frames is used to measure quality change (or flickering). However, we also attempt to comment on the subjective quality evaluation of the coded video whenever it is appropriate.
Experimental results are reported in this section with four test image sequences. They are: "Salesman," "Akiyo," "Silent Voice," and "Foreman" of the CIF format. In the experiment, the average target bit rates are set to 32 kbits/s for Akiyo, Silent Voice, and Salesman, and 90 kbits/s for Foreman. Each -frame is encoded by using the H.263 -frame coding scheme with about 32-35 kbits for all cases. The proposed encoding frame-rate control algorithm is compared with TMN5 [22] and TMN8 [23] . The length of GOP is 96 frames and the length of sub-GOP is 12 frames in this experiment. To estimate the supportable encoding frame-rate of the following sub-GOP, both HOD and the R-D ratio are calculated in the current sub-GOP. Based on these data, the encoding frame-rate for the next sub-GOP is predicted. The new frame rate is basically determined by the motion activity in the underlying video and the initial frame rate for the first sub-GOP. The threshold value in (4) is set to 32, and the initial encoding frame-rates for all test videos are set to 3. It is observed that the two methods give almost the same results. Thus, we choose the HOD method for all sequences due to its simplicity. The encoding frame-rate results for Salesman with the moderate motion change among test videos are shown in Table III . It is observed that the encoding frame-rate for Foreman, which has a faster motion change than Salesman, fluctuates more frequently as shown in Table IV while the encoding frame-rate for Akiyo remains about the same since the associated motion is relatively slow and uniform. These results imply that the faster the motion change in a video clip, the more frequently the encoding frame-rates change. Parameter in Section III-A is empirically adjusted to reduce the motion artifact.
Based on the above discussion, we expect a more dynamic encoding frame-rate change to be observed for video with a faster motion change such as movies and TV sport programs. Since digital movies and TV are most encoded with MPEG-2, it is out of the scope of this paper. Furthermore, if we choose 4 and 6 as the initial encoding frame-rates for the first sub-GOP of Salesman, then the encoded frame rates for sub-GOPs become and , respectively. The same results are observed for all test videos. In these cases, the motion smoothness degradation is not observable by using the proposed encoding frame-rate-control scheme and the intra-filtering interpolation scheme with a subjective test.
Quantization parameters can be determined based on the computed encoding frame-rate with the encoding frame-rate-control scheme. The new cost function in (12) is minimized by adjusting quantization parameters for encoded frames in the sub-GOP while takes the dependency among the sub-GOPs into consideration. The gradient search algorithm is used for the solution of (12) . To reduce the abrupt change in quality, in (9) is set to 2. In the experiment, we employ as shown in Table V . By combining the proposed encoding frame-rate-control scheme and the frame-level bit-allocation scheme, we obtain the final rate-control results. These results are compared with those coded by TMN5 [22] and TMN8 [23] in Tables VI-VIII and Figs. 1-3 . We have the following observations. As shown in Tables VI-VIII, the proposed rate-control scheme increases the averaged PSNR by 0.3-0.4 dB while it reduces the standard deviation of PSNR by 40%-70% for Salesman and Akiyo. For Foreman, the averaged PSNR is improved and the standard deviation of PSNR is reduced about 30%. Although the standard deviation of PSNR is not an exact measure of the flickering effect, it is fair to say that the flickering effect can be reduced by the smaller standard deviation of PSNR for the slow-moving head & shoulder video. In this experiment, we observed a significant flickering effect in the neck-tie area of Salesman coded by the TMN5 version of Telenor. For the Foreman sequence, the face is clearer, especially in the parts of eyes and mouth, and he blocking artifact of the background is reduced. For the Akiyo sequence, the subjective quality is not improved as obviously as that for Salesman and Foreman. However, with some attention, one can still see the face and the background more clearly. To conclude, we can reduce the flickering effect subjectively and objectively by using the proposed rate-control algorithm.
We also compare the proposed rate-control algorithm with TMN8. The frame skipping is required to reduce the time-delay caused by -frame coding. The results are shown in Figs. 4-6 . The proposed algorithm can keep video quality almost constant by increasing the output bit-stream rate fluctuation while TMN8 can only get almost constant bit rates by sacrificing video quality as shown in the figure. For Silent Voice, the 36th frame in Fig. 5(a) is skipped after the first -frame coding. In this case, motion smoothness is seriously degraded. However, the proposed rate-control algorithm does not degrade the temporal quality. Actually, the generated output bit-stream rate attributes are determined by the given channel conditions and characteristics. The statistical data of Figs. 4-6 are summarized in Table IX . It is observed that the proposed algorithm can reduce the spatial quality change at the cost of the increased output bit-rate fluctuation. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A new rate-control algorithm, which consists of frame-rate control and bit allocation, was proposed in this work. There are several significant advantages with the new rate-control algorithm. Since the frame rate is treated as a control variable, we can determine a better tradeoff between the spatial and temporal quality to improve the overall perceptual quality at low bit rates. With the new frame-rate-control scheme, motion smoothness is better preserved. The abrupt frame skipping phenomenon, which degrades motion smoothness, can be reduced. Efficient frame-level bit allocation was also presented. With this scheme, we can determine a good balance between the computational complexity and the R-D performance with a tolerable time-delay constraint. It was demonstrated that the proposed frame-level bit-allocation algorithm can reduce the flickering effect subjectively and objectively in terms of the PSNR value.
There are still problems to be solved along this research direction to make the quality of low-bit-rate video higher. As mentioned before, the proposed rate-control algorithm requires 400-ms time delay. It is desirable to reduce time delay in real-time interactive video transmission applications. Even though some ingredients of the rate-control algorithm described in this work are expected to be applicable in low time-delay video coding as well, we have to examine a different tradeoff with the new constraint. Another interesting problem is to determine an efficient motion-compensated frame interpolation scheme at the decoder end to allow a constant frame rate display with higher quality reconstructed frames.
